Andrew Fisher: Prime Minister of Australia

Prime Minister Andrew Fisher was one of
Australias great nation-builders, yet his
story is largely unknown. He left school
early to work in the coalmines of Scotland,
educating himself at night. In 1885, at the
age of 22, he immigrated to Queensland.
There Fisher committed himself to politics
and was soon elected to the Queensland
parliament, then to the first federal
parliament. In 1908 he became prime
minister for the first of three stints in the
job. As prime minister, Fisher launched a
massive nation-building programme, which
included the establishment of the national
capital, the Commonwealth Bank, old-age
pensions, and a transcontinental railway
line. His most pressing concern was to
populate and defend the new nation. To
this end he famously pledged to back
Britain in the Great War to the last man
and the last shilling - a commitment that
came at the heavy cost of Gallipoli and the
Western Front. In this authoritative and
immensely readable biography, David Day
reveals the man, his politics and his
remarkable legacy.

100 years ago, Australian troops were awaiting orders to land on the Gallipoli Peninsula. The Prime Minister at the
time was Andrew Fisher, butPrime Minister Andrew Fisher was one of Australias great nation-builders, yet his story is
largely unknown. Leaving school early to work in the coalmines ofThe house soon became a venue for political
gatherings, and meetings of ministers and parliamentarians. When Andrew Fisher became Prime Minister in 1908,Like
Alfred Deakin, Andrew Fisher was Prime Minister three times, in 190809, 191015. Although very different in
background, these two men Little mystery surrounds the departure of most Australian prime ministers 28 of them on 34
occasions. They either lost an election, wereAndrew Fisher was thus the first Australian prime minister to achieve office
through an election and his government the first to hold a majority in both Houses.Andrew Fisher became the 5th prime
minister when the Liberal-. Labor coalition government Member of the Australian Labor Party c1901-28. . Member of
the 2017-01-10 11:39:49.0. Fisher was a founding member of both the Labor Party in Queensland and of the federal
parliamentary Labor Party.Andrew Fisher was Prime Minister for three terms, 190809, 191015. He also served as
Treasurer during all three terms. Fishers second - 5 min - Uploaded by Stuff about StuffA brief life story of Prime
Minister Andrew Fisher followed by a look into his early political days Andrew FISHER. Born: 29 August 1862,
Crosshouse, Ayrshire, Scotland. Education: Crosshouse primary school (c.186772). Employment: miner,
engine-driverAndrew Fisher (1862-1928) was an Australian labor leader. As the fourth prime minister of Australia, he
pursued aims of greater social justice and initiated majorNext month is a landmark moment in Australias political
historythe centenary of Andrew Fishers election as prime minister. He was one Australias longestAndrew Fisher became
Prime Minister for the first time a year later when new protection dissolved, collapsing the fragile coalition with Labor
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that had keptAndrew Fisher became Prime Minister after Labor withdrew its support from the The Endeavour, an
Australian-built hydrographic survey vessel, was theAndrew Fisher was the most successful of Australias early Labor
prime ministers because he won so many elections. His government started the
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